Standard user Licence
A Joomeo user licence determines the context in which a purchased and downloaded file can
be used. No matter which licence is chosen, the originator of the images retains all rights,
licences, copyrights, titles and properties of the media. It merely grants a right of use to the
buyer according to the terms defined below.

Standard licence:
This licence allows the use of the downloaded file in a personal context and outside of all
business or advertising publications, no matter the intended communication format.
o

This licence authorises:


Printing and/or distribution of the file for editorial or descriptive purposes
only (as an image within a newspaper article, online publication on a blog,
website or social network, image in a school textbook, magazine or essay,
broadcast documentary, etc.).



Use of the media with no limits on time, format or number of deliveries in a
personal, non-commercial and non-promotional context.

o

This licence does not allow:


The resale or transfer of the media (or a copy of it) for any purpose and
method of resale or transfer.



The creation, printing, distribution (regardless of format) or sale of images
for commercial or promotional purposes generated from the medium or
using the medium in their composition (advertising campaigns, marketing
promotional materials, packaging, commercial websites and brand or
service logos).



The creation, sale or redistribution of derivative works created from the
medium or using the medium in their composition.



The media may not be used in a pornographic, obscene, illegal, immoral,
defamatory or slanderous manner.

the content provider has agreed to only offer for sale media which he or she is the creator of or
owns the rights to. It grants the purchaser a non-exclusive and perpetual licence to download
and copy the accompanying images or videos, subject to use of the media in accordance with
the restrictions associated with said licence.
the content provider remains solely responsible for the media he or she posts and distributes
on his or her space. Joomeo cannot be held responsible for the contents of the media. The files
are sold "as is". Joomeo makes no warranty, express or implied, pursuant to the purchase.

